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This is to certify that

Malcolm Little

Weight 6 lbs. 4 oz was born

On the 19th day of May

to Earl Little and Louise Little

in the year of 1925
On November 11th, 1929, my partner and I were dispatched to the victim’s (Earl Little) residence regarding a house fire.

Upon arrival, I contacted victim Earl Little who told me the following. The victim and his family were sleeping in their residence when he heard the sound of glass breaking. The victim then saw his living room was on fire. The victim quickly awoke his wife (Louise Little) and rushed to grab his son (Malcolm Little) and his other 2 children. The family ran out of the burning residence. The victim and his family watched outside as their residence burned down. The victim and his family were not injured. The victim saw 3 subjects on horses wearing white sheets over their heads riding away from his house.

There are no witness or suspects at this time.
To: The Parents of Malcolm Little
From: Mr. Ostrowski

Malcolm Little is a very good student. He stays focused on his assignments and completes them in a timely manner. Malcolm is very smart and academically he is in the top percentage of his class. The only issue I have with Malcolm is that he does not think realistically. I asked Malcolm what he wanted to be when he grows up and he stated, he wanted to be a “Lawyer”. I explained to Malcolm a lawyer is not a realistic goal for a nigger. I advised Malcolm that he needs to refocus his career agenda and think about being a field-worker, railroad worker or a carpenter; careers that are more suitable for a nigger, please talk to Malcolm and help him understand.

Thank You,

Mr. Ostrowski,

West High, Lansing, English Teacher
**Head Line News Report**

**Man Found Dead**

A black man was found dead laying next to a streetcar railway track. He was struck by the streetcar. The man was identified as an African American Baptist preacher, Earl Little. Earl Little is survived by his wife and three small children. Undetermined if Earl Little was murdered or suicide.

Earl Little was a member of the Universal Negro Improvement Association. Universal Negro Improvement Association is an organization that attempts to fight for the rights of Negros. Earl Little had been receiving death threats from the Ku Klux Klan. Many believe The Ku Klux Klan burned down Little’s house a few years ago. There are no suspects or investigation leads at this time.
Malcolm Little

Dob: 05-19-1925

Booking Charge: Burglary

Malcolm Little entered the victim’s dwelling without the victim’s consent. Malcolm Little then removed several item’s from the victim’s residence without his consent. Malcolm Little was arrested for burglary in the 1st degree. Malcolm Little was transported to jail where he was booked as charged for 459 PC - burglary. Malcolm Little was later released to the custody of jail personnel.
Dear: Mr. Elijah Muhammad

All my life I have been nothing. I had been a thief; I would break into peoples homes and take things that didn’t belong to me. I had been a gambler; I would run numbers on the street for a hustle. I had been a liar; I would lie about anything just as long as it would benefit me. I had taken drugs and sold drugs to numerous people destroying their lives. I have hurt lots of people in my life time and I’m very sorry.

After getting arrested and sentenced to 10 years in prison I was able to reevaluate my life and that is where I found you, where I found the Nation of Islam. My past is now all behind me and I’m not the same person who walked into this Jail 9 years ago, but with all my past mistakes I feel I not worthy to even be apart of the Nation of Islam. I throw myself on the mercy of you and ask that you except me into the Nation of Islam.

I will be out of prison soon and I hope to have an opportunity to meet with you.

Thank you,
Malcolm
Many people stereotype Malcolm X as a raciest but Malcolm X had became a Sunni Muslim and he disavowed racism. Malcolm X turned his life around from being a criminal to helping society. Malcolm X became a huge black leader and much more then just a Nation of Islam minister he was inspiration to all people; whites and blacks. Malcolm X was one of the worlds greatest educators and thinkers of our time.

Malcolm X was assassinated February 21st, 1965, while giving a speech in New York City. Malcolm X leaves a wife and four kids.

Malcolm you will truly be missed.

May 19th, 1925 to February 21st 1965
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